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This formalism lets symmetry be your accountant!
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These parameters can handle C2 and C1
Predicting the splitting
Look at C2
O ⊃ D4 ⊃ C2(i4)
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Build splitting matrix from these parts








Splittings will be combinations of these columns
02 1 r12, i1256 r34, Rxy ρxy, Rz ρz, i3
εA102 1 4 4 2 1
εE02 1 −2 −2 2 1
εT102 1 −2 2 0 −1
εT2E,02 1 2 −2 0 −1



















































































































































Mixing T[4] and T[6]
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Look at the lowest cluster
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ν3/2ν4 band of CF4
Thanks to  V. Boudon of Dijon Group
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• Spectral structure indicates active tunneling by group 
operations
• Even works for complicated C1 regions
• Tunneling parameters make a basis for describing 
tunneling 
• Rapid parameter deconvolution
• Spectra ⇒Phase space ⇒ Tunneling parameters⇒ 
Estimate higher resolution splittings
Makes rotational phase space take on analogous 
role to PES
